
Summer Newsletter 2019



Greetings from the Director

Dear Alumni and Friends of the Department,

I am very pleased to present this summer newsletter to you. On the pages within you will see that the 
Department and the Society are moving forward on many fronts. As we are just past mid-summer 
and already looking forward to Fall, I feel that it is informative to look back over the accomplish-
ments of the past year.

The Department saw several career achievements by faculty. Tim Bechtel was promoted to the posi-
tion of Teaching Professor. Two Assistant Professors (Elizabeth De Santo and Paul Harnik) earned 
tenure and promotion to the rank of Associate Professor. Two Associate Professors (Bob Walter and 
Chris Williams) earned promotion to rank of Full Professor. Promotions such as these are the hall-
mark of a productive and thriving group of teacher-scholars who continue to make positive impacts 
on the students at the college.

Speaking of students, we graduated a wonderful class of accomplished seniors again this year. These 
students exhibited a particularly strong esprit de corps with many having travelled together on field 
excursions such as the Denver Energy Trip and other off-campus study trips, and field research trips 
with faculty. Such experiences would not be possible without past and present support for the De-
partment by alumni and friends. Likewise, we have 7 juniors making their way through field camp 
courses across the western USA this summer. These students received substantial financial support 
from the College and the Founders Society under the auspices of the Marv Kauffman Field Camp 
Scholarship program. Directed donations and income on the Founders Society Endowment fund this 
program and help to close the gap between a student’s ability to pay and the cost of the summer field 
camp.

Finally, I continue to be impressed by the desire of our alumni to engage with the Department 
throughout the year. We had many alumni visitors to the Department this year who came ready to 
engage with our students and faculty in class and in Lite Lunch talks. Alumni provided career advice, 
and aided in professional development, and one-on-one mentoring. It is rewarding to see graduates 
reconnect with the Department and College during these visits.

So thank you! Thank you for all that you do to keep the Department and Geoscience Founders Soci-
ety moving forward. Your gifts to the Society remain an important source of support for the Depart-
ment to draw upon so I encourage you to use the enclosed envelope to do what you can to support 
students and faculty alike. Likewise, your time and efforts are deeply appreciated by all members of 
the Department.

Best regards,
Christopher J. Williams  
Email: chris.williams@fandm.edu
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Special thanks go to Department Coordinator Melissa Betrone 
for preparing this newsletter. 
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A Note from the Geoscience Founders Society President
Dear Alumni and Friends of the Department,

For us Easterners early July has been an exceedingly extreme weathering experience. As good for-
tune would have it I managed to escape to a far more tolerant climate in Colorado and New Mexico. 
You may note my happy face and also that of Dave Lehman’s ‘68 as we reviewed his oil production 
acreage and planned development within the southern tier of the San Juan Basin, vicinity Aztec, NM. 
Dave’s Company, DJR Energy, currently employs four F&M geologists!

This summer most of the F&M Geosciences Department majors attending summer field camps of 
their choosing have been financially supported through the generosity of “you”--Geoscience Found-
ers Society members! The Endowment Fund has been holding steady at about $600,000. Moreover, 
the Fund provided transportation and per diem for the every-other-year mid-term Energy Field Trip 
to Denver. Imagine what we might accomplish for the Department students if the Fund were doubled 
by way of your continuing support!

I anticipate meeting with you this Fall in the Department during Parents/Homecoming weekend. 
Until then...

My very best regards,
Lane Schultz “66”
Email: lschultz@endlessmountainenergy.com

Please join us for 
Franklin & Marshall’s 
True Blue Weekend

Homecoming and Family Weekend
October 25-27, 2019

• Autumn Research Fair Friday, October 25
• Geoscience Founders Society Annual Meeting Saturday, October 26

• Earth and Environment Open House Saturday, October 26

We hope to see you on campus!
Deatils found at: https://www.fandm.edu/trueblueweekend



2019 Student AwArdS

Welcome F&M Class of 2019
New Members of the Geoscience Founders Society!
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GEOSCIENCES
Victoria Daly, Tiernan Posse, Zachary Villari, Diane Wagner

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Laura Green, Dylan Jones, Raphael Louis, Jose “Andy” Marquez, Maureen Walsh

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Emilija Freelove, Samm Fulton, Krisztina Gabor, Patrick Manion, 

Wesley Muys, Teresa Norman, Ryan Price, Sam Rosenfield 

JOINT STUDIES
Meghan Byrne, Nathaniel Cappuccino, James Connolly, Sallie Corrado, Sara Erdman, Jacob Goodkin, 

Kriti Krishna, Caitlin McGinnis, Alessandra Rella, Wendy Sherman, Ming Shi, Eleanor White, Phoebe Wood 

Burlingame Environmental Studies Research Award
Jacob Goodkin ‘19

David T. Black Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth L. Driscoll ‘20

RETTEW Environmental Science Award  
Laura Green ‘19,  Jose “Andy” Marquez ‘19

Environmental Studies Award 
Teresa Norman ‘19

Lloyd S. Yeakel Memorial Award in Geology  
Tiernan Posse ‘19

Nancy Juerges Geomorphology Award  
Zachary Villari ‘19

Richard Sheppard ‘56 Award   
 Kathleen Stepien ‘20

  
Wise-Beutner Structural Geology Award

Victoria Daly ‘19
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Caitlin McGinnis ‘19 (Environmental Studies/Economics Joint Major) Sharing the Benefits of Marine Genet-
ic Resources: Lessons Learned from the Nagoya Protocol for the Ongoing Negotiations on Biodiversity in Areas 
Beyond National Jurisdiction. Advisor: Elizabeth De Santo

Teresa Norman ‘19 (Environmental Studies & German Language and Culture) The “Energiewende:” Ex-
amining the Feasibility of Germany’s Ambitious Energy Transition. Advisor: Elizabeth De Santo

 Independent reSeArch preSented At the SprIng reSeArch FAIr 2019

Meghan Byrne ‘19 Joint Studies (Environmental Studies/
Public Policy)
Sensing Security
Advisor: Eric Hirsch

Dylan Jones ‘19 (Environmental Science) Observable Effects of Carbonic Acid on Coral Species Using the 
Scanning Electron Microscope. Advisor: Carol de Wet 

 eArth & envIronment 2019 depArtmentAl honorS

Kriti Krishna ‘19 Joint Studies (Environmental Studies/Business, 
Organizations, and Society)
Honey Laundering and Food Fraud: Applying Supply Chain Transpar-
ency to Create an Ethical Economy
Advisor: Eve Bratman

Jose “Andy” Marquez ‘19 (Environmental Science)  Contrasting Life History Responses to Eutrophication 
in Bivalves with Varying Larval Durations. Advisor: Paul Harnik 

Anastasia Kuske ‘19 (Astrophysics)  Landmine Detection. Advisors: Fronefield Crawford, Tim Bechtel

Tiernan Posse ‘19 (Geosciences) A Novel Application of Drone Photogrammetry to Structural Mapping, with 
Implications for Sub-Surface Fluid Flow. Advisors: Robert Walter, Tim Bechtel

Caitlin McGinnis ‘19 Andy Marquez ‘19 Dylan Jones ‘19
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mammoth photos
sed strat class pic
misc. from the dept.
Jacob Bleacher
Jeff Winick
obits
misc.

Please stay in touch!
Come by to say hello, send updates to your favorite professor, or 

email Department Coordinator Melissa Betrone at 
melissa.betrone@fandm.edu.

Dr. Jacob Bleacher ‘00 was 
promoted to Chief Exploration 
Scientist of Advanced Explo-
ration Systems, a division of 
NASA’s Human Exploration and 
Operations Mission Directorate. 
Photo: NASA

Obituaries:

Marykirk Donaldson Hull, former 
secretary of the Geology Department at 
Franklin and Marshall College, retiring 
in 1996. February 2019. 

Thomas Lane Ph. D. ‘69, geologist 
with Canadian Mineral Industry Research 
Organization, adjunct professor in Dept. 
of Earth and Environment at Laurentian 
University, and Chair of advisory board 
of the Mineral Exploration Research 
Centre. March, 2019.

Copeland “Cope” MacClintock Ph. D. 
‘54, geologist and paleontologist, retired 
from Yale Peabody Museum in 2010, 
charter member of Friends of East Rock 
Park, Hamden, CT. January 2019.

Jeff Winick ‘98 contributed to the U.S. Department of 
Energy’s newly released groundbreaking analysis of 
geothermal energy, “GeoVision: Harnessing the Heat 
Beneath Our Feet.” In this photo, Jeff presents to cur-
rent students during the Geosciences Founders Society 
sponsored Denver Energy Trip detailed on pp. 8-9.Mario Williams ‘16 presented 

a Lite Lunch on his research on 
climate history in Jamaica.

Ryan Samuels ‘14 returned to teach 
Sequence Stratigraphy to Carol de 
Wet’s Sedimentology and Stratigra-
phy students.

Larry Szmutko ‘82 with Prof. 
Emeritus Dr. Roger Thomas 
during a spring time visit to the 
department.

Tyler Kerr ‘11, Coordinator of the Mak-
erspace Network at the University of 
Wyoming, designed collectable augmented 
reality fossil playing cards for visitors to 
the University of Wyoming’s Geological 
Museum.

AlumnI newS And noteS
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SnApShotS

Prof. Elizabeth De Santo’s 
CNX 240 students culminate 

their semester with a 
whale-watching trip.

Image from a presentation by Joe 
Corrado, father of Sallie Corrado 

‘19, on Hudson River PCB 
Sedimentation Remediation.

Kate Freeman, mother of current 
student Sam Patzkowski ‘20, 
presented “Molecular Clues 

to Past Climates.”
“No matter where you enter, Mammoth Cave is a 

wellspring of mysteries.” (sign at Mammoth Cave)

Sed Strat Spring 2019

Harnik research team 2019

Boots ‘N Suits 2019

Teresa Norman ‘19 presents 
at the spring research fair.

Zetium

Petrology 2019

de Wet research team on 
location in the Atacama 
Desert, Chile, 2019--the 

driest place on earth!

Hirsch research team in Yanque, Peru 2019
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geoScIenceS FounderS SocIety FundS denver energy trIp

the geoScIence FounderS 
SocIety sponsored a week-long 
student field trip to the Denver 
Colorado area to learn about the 
energy industry, an encore to the 
2017 inaugural Denver Energy 
Expedition. Sixteen students from 
the Departments of Earth & Envi-
ronment, and Business, Organiza-
tions and Society  (sponsored by 
Mike Arnold ’08) and two faculty 
members (Andy de Wet – ENE 
and Eunbi Kim – BOS) spent six 
days visiting a variety of energy-
related facilities and information 
sessions that included a drilling 
site, a fracking/production site, the 
Cherokee Generating Station in 
Denver, the National Renewable 
Energy Lab (NREL), the Wether-

ford Lab, and 
the Colorado 
State Legis-
lature. The 
participants 
enjoyed lec-
tures ranging 
from mud log-
ging and core 
interpretation, 
to the financial 
and environ-
mental aspects 
of energy pro-
duction, to the legislative 
end of things.

F&M alumni played 
pivotal roles in supporting 
the trip.  Steve Adams ’96 
gave a detailed explanation 
of some Bakken cores at 
the Wetherford lab; Mary 
Little ‘75,  Alex Claypool 
‘99, and Stephanie Gas-
wirth ‘97 participated in 
a panel discussion about 

careers in the energy industry; and 
Jeff Winick ‘98 gave a presenta-
tion on the potential of geothermal 
energy (see the shout-out on page 
6 about his “hot off the press” 
report on this important topic).

Jack Rosenthal ‘06, with the help 
of others at DJR Energy (Devin 
Hunter ‘13, Matt Slowinski ‘12, 
and Dave Lehman ‘68), organized 
the trip, coordinating the on-the-
ground logistics, recruiting host 
families, and lecturing on different 
aspects of the energy industry. 

We thank our F&M alumni host 
families: Jack Rosenthal and Kate 
Barnes; Lisa Lehman; Alex and 
Brianne Claypool; Candace and 
Dave Johnson ‘85; Matt Slowinski 
and Alicia Stillwell; Bill and Tina 
Skewes ‘94; and Kathy McDonald 
‘79 and Steve Randall ‘79. One 
student commented,  “I loved 
staying with the host families and 
getting to know them. It was defi-

nitely a highlight of the trip!”

A banquet dinner with F&M 
President Barbara Altmann at 

Top left: students explore the 
Cherokee Generating Station, 
a natural gas combined cycle 
plant (Andy de Wet)

Top right: presentations at DJR 
Energy headquarters (Jack 
Rosenthal)

Left: students enjoy the sights in 
downtown Denver (Kat Miao)
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Top left: students enjoy the view (and the 
snow) from Red Rocks Park (Kat Miao)

Top right: students experience a drilling rig 
(Andy de Wet)
 
Above: Red Rocks Park in the snow. (Nicole 
Davies)

Left: F&M President Barbara Altmann with 
participants at Brown Palace Hotel in Den-
ver. Holding the banner are trip organizers 
and sponsors Jack Rosenthal ‘06 and Dave 
Lehman ‘68. (hotel staff)

the Brown Palace Hotel in Den-
ver capped off the trip, and was 
attended by many alumni from the 
Denver area. 

On Saturday, prior to flying back 
to Lancaster, the group enjoyed a 
wonderful hike in the snow at Red 
Rocks Park near Denver.

The impact of this trip on students’ 
education and personal lives can-
not be underestimated. For some 
this was their first time traveling 
by plane, for others it was their 
first time traveling west of the 
Mississippi River. Experienc-
ing the business, production, and 
distribution aspects of energy in 
tangible ways enabled students to 
connect concepts and understand-

ing across many disciplines. We 
are so grateful to contributors to 
the Geosciences Founders Soci-
ety for their continued support 
of educational adventures for 
students of Franklin & Mar-
shall’s department of Earth and 
Environment.

Thank you to everyone, and 
especially Jack, who made this 
incredible experience happen. In 
the words of one of the students, 
“I am very grateful that I had the 
opportunity to attend this trip 
and hope that it continues for 
years to come. This trip is one of 
my top highlights in my college 
career.”    
 --Andy de Wet
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 Summer reSeArch 2019
Tim Bechtel  
This summer, we are kicking-off a new, many-year, project that will combine marine geophysics, geochemistry, geochronology, 
linguistics, genetics, and cultural anthropology. F&M has teamed with Universidade Eduardo Mondlane in Maputo Mozambique 
to hunt and identify ancient shipwrecks on the Indian Ocean coast of Africa using the geology of their ballast piles, and the long 
(and surprisingly accurate) oral histories of local peoples. The oral histories suggest that there may be descendants of marooned 
sailors in the modern local populations. Rey Jiang (’20) and Ben Carroll (’20) are already working with Bob Walter and me on 
this, and we will not get far without the expert advice and assistance of Emily Wilson and Stan Mertzman.

Eve Bratman 
This summer I’ve been enjoying lots of quality time with baby Lior, who is nearly 8 months old - and already crawling and has 
two teeth! I just got back from a trip to Ireland and Spain (with Lior in tow). In Ireland, I spent three days as an external examiner 
for the undergraduate program in International Development at the National University of Ireland at Maynooth. Spain was a mix 
of pleasure (amazing beaches!) and some research, the latter of which involved visiting a honey museum in the town of Colmenar 
(which translates to “apiary”) to better understand how beekeeping intersects with rural livelihoods and environmental protection. 
My Junior Faculty Leave will be during the 2019-2020 school year, so I’ll be pursuing a lot more research and writing about the 
honeybee in global environmental politics in the months ahead. I’m also very proud and excited to share that my book, Governing 
the Rainforest, is coming out this September. I also have a co-authored piece with Malini Ranganathan coming out in the radical 
geography journal Antipode called, “From Urban Resilience to Abolitionist Climate Justice in Washington, DC.” The article uses 
a case study of environmental inequality in Washington DC to argue that we should move away from the expert-led and top-down 
urban resilience frameworks and instead move toward addressing urban sustainability through valuing an ethics of care and a 
climate justice lens.

Elizabeth De Santo 
In September 2018 and March 2019,  I participated in two rounds of negotiations at the United Nations on a new treaty to conserve 
and sustainably manage biodiversity in areas beyond national jurisdiction (on the high seas). I am collaborating with a cohort of 
researchers from around the world on this ongoing project, and we have some exciting forthcoming publications. I was fortunate 
to have support from F&M to be able to bring my independent study student Caitlin McGinnis ’19 with me, and she gained some 
valuable participant observation research experience at the meeting. I also supervised Teresa Norman ’19 on an independent study 
examining Germany’s Energiewende, i.e. transition to renewable energy – this project was featured in F&M News, and both 
Teresa and Caitlin presented their research at F&M’s Closer Look research fair in April. This spring I was awarded tenure, and I 
continued to teach my courses in Environmental Policy,  Marine Protected Areas, and my freshman seminar on The Whale, which 
concluded again with a chilly but fun whale watch off of Cape May, NJ. This summer I am looking forward to taking my foot off 
the “publish or perish” gas pedal a little, to focus on crafting a book project and planning my forthcoming sabbatical.

Andy de Wet 
This summer Carol and I are heading to the Atacama Desert for a few weeks of fi eld work. We will be accompanied by two F&M 
students and a colleague from Rutgers. This will be our third fi eld season in Chile. We are in the process of edits for our second 
paper on the Miocene-Pliocene Opache Formation and this fi eld season we will be focusing on the Late Pliocene-Pleistocene 
Chui-Chiu Formation. A paper on lava-rise plateaus and infl ation pits within the McCartys fl ow-fi eld, New Mexico, should be 
coming out later this year. This is a product of collaboration with many colleagues from NASA-GSFC, University of Arizona and 
elsewhere. In July I am teaching a College-prep course that is similar to my “Life on Mars” NSP course. It is basically a compara-
tive planetology course that examines the origins of life on Earth and explores the issue of whether there is, or was, life on Mars. 
In July I will be handing over the reins of the Department to Chris Williams and in August Carol and I will be joining Greg, Cam-
eron, and Emily on a hike along Hadrians wall followed by a few days up in Orkney to enjoy the geology, history and spirits(!).

Carol de Wet 
It is always a pleasure to work with terrifi c students as they explore original research. I have been fortunate to work with a number 
of students over the past year. Dylan Jones ‘19 did his senior independent study research project examining four different species 
of modern coral and how they responded to acidic “seawater.” He was interested in whether different species’ internal aragonite 
structure might render them more or less resistant to ocean acidifi cation. His results were presented at the F&M Spring Research 
Fair and he starts graduate study in the fall. Ellie Driscoll ’20 and Sam Patzkowsky ’20 continued to help with the fi nal work on 
a manuscript submitted to GSA Bulletin. They are co-authors on the paper based on their research into stromatolites and diatoms, 
respectively, from Pliocene freshwater carbonates in the Atacama Desert, Chile. The manuscript was accepted, pending revisions, 
and Ellie contributed signifi cantly to the revised paper.  She will be accompanying Andy de Wet and myself to the Atacama in 
June 2019 as part of her senior research project on Pleistocene-Holocene barrage tufa deposits. I am continuing my research in 
freshwater limestones from both the Atacama Desert and Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania and will be able to pursue those projects in 
detail during my sabbatical (2019-2020). 

Paul Harnik  
This summer Derek Retana Carias ‘20 (biology), Nicole Davies ‘20 (environmental science), Jamila Gowdy ‘21 (environmental 
science), Glory Jacquat ‘22 (environmental studies & music), Pratiksha Mishra ‘22 (bioinformatics) and I are conducting fi eld-
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 Summer reSeArch 2019 cont.
work in the northern Gulf of Mexico. This is the second year of intensive fi eld sampling supported by my NSF CAREER grant; 
all told we will be in the Gulf for approximately fi ve weeks collecting samples of mollusks past and present to better understand 
how they have responded to environmental changes over recent decades to millennia. I will be presenting a talk co-authored with 
Andy Marquez ‘19 (environmental science) on some of this work in June in a session on Conservation Paleobiology at the North 
American Paleontological Convention. In July, I will return to Alabama to run a multi-day workshop for middle school teachers 
in collaboration with the Dauphin Island Sea Lab and Eastern Shore Arts Center. This program will extend into the school year 
as middle school classes in southern Alabama investigate human-environment interactions in the Gulf coast through a series of 
outreach programs that draw upon shells that my lab group has radiocarbon dated for our research. This summer I am also pleased 
to report that I will be purchasing a new desktop SEM with funds from NSF that will allow us to image specimens that have not 
been coated fi rst in gold or carbon. This instrument will make it feasible to conduct a variety of geochemical analyses on our Gulf 
samples after we image them with the SEM. I can’t wait to have it on site and ready to go!

Eric Hirsch
I write this note from the Peruvian Andes, where I am thrilled to be in the midst of work alongside a brilliant interdisciplinary team 
of student research assistants: Andrea Corilloclla ’21 (Anthropology), Nancy Le ’20 (Public Policy/Sociology); Katie McCarthy 
’21 (Environmental Science); Lia Tavarez ’20 (Government); and Matt Turetsky ’21 (Mathematics and Spanish), generously sup-
ported by the Hackman Summer Scholars program and the Department of Earth and Environment. We have a lot on our plate in 
Peru this summer. Together, we are extending the work of my Environmental Migration Lab internationally by tracking mobility 
patterns and narratives through Peru’s rural and urban Andes. We have also been gathering a fi nal round of ethnographic data for 
my current book project, Investing in Indigeneity, which looks at the intersection of environmental, economic, and sociocultural 
change in rural Andean sustainable development programs. While here, I am also advancing new research on local adaptations and 
responses to climate change in the indigenous communities of the Andes, which will be supported in 2020 by a research partner 
grant from the European Research Council as part of the “Local Indicators of Climate Change Impacts” project out of the Univer-
sitat Autònoma de Barcelona. I spent the fi rst half of the summer in Lancaster with Hackman students Max Sano ’22 and Emily 
O’Hara ’20 (Environmental Studies), where we interviewed refugees in the community for the Lab. Lastly, I am advising a local 
engagement project between summer scholars Ian Godinez ’20 (Environmental Studies) and Ana Furnari ’20 (Environmental 
Studies/Animal Behavior), and an environmentally-oriented community organization called Regenerate Lancaster, as part of the 
new Center for Sustained Engagement with Lancaster.

Zeshan Ismat
This past Spring was my fi rst semester teaching again after ~1 1/2 yrs. I was on sabbatical in NYC where I worked with a few 
professors at Columbia University on a plate tectonic project I’m currently fi nishing up and then a semester off for maternity 
leave. It’s nice to be back at F&M!

Dorothy Merritts
This past year marks about the eighth during which I’ve been investigating landforms, sediments, and stratigraphy associated 
with cold conditions--and in particular the impacts of permafrost--during repeated full glacial climatic conditions in the mid-
Atlantic region, and it’s turned out to be a year of incredible opportunities and discoveries. With research students John Ruck and 
Nic Hertzler, both rising seniors who took geomorphology with me last fall, we got lucky with our recent discovery of a newly 
excavated mile-long dirt road (for an ATT cell tower) up the south side of Chestnut Ridge near Palmerton, PA, just north of Blue 
Mountain (the fi rst of the mountains in the Appalachian Ridge and Valley province). Like many mountains in the region, the ridge 
is covered with bouldery deposits, but the wide, freshly carved road that zigs and zags up the mountain gives us near continuous, 
tall, and wide views of the stratigraphy of this colluvium. We also have been fl ying a drone along the outcrops, and the students 
have generated 3-D views of the outcrops using Structure from Motion software in the department. They can use these data to 
analyze the fabric of the sedimentary layers, and the grain size and roundess of the clasts. We have partnered with scientists at the 
University of Vermont’s Community Cosmogenic Facility and Purdue University’s Prime lab (for accelerator mass spectroscopy) 
for the cosmogenic isotope analysis. Using cosmogenic isotopes produced at Earth’s surface via cosmic ray bombardment, we will 
be able to determine how long sediment in deposits has been buried, or in the case of landforms themselves, how long sediment 
has been exposed at the surface. This is truly a unique opportunity due to the outcrops, the enthusiasm and abilities of the students 
(who will be completing one year senior theses after this summer), the support of an alumnus donor, and our partnerships with two 
of the country’s most outstanding geochemistry labs. The students will be working at the University of Vermont lab this summer, 
and researchers there will be collaborating with us as we analyze the data that comes back from Purdue’s Prime lab this fall. It’s 
good to report that this is one of the most exciting years for me at F&M!  

Stan Mertzman 
The new Zetium X-ray fl uorescence vacuum spectrometer from Malvern-Panalytical, Inc. was delivered the week before Christ-
mas, 2018, and installed during the fi rst full week in January 2019. Dr. Rob Fairhurst from the company spent three full days at 
F&M focusing on software training. Besides me, Karen Mertzman and Emily Wilson were present for the entire training period, 
too. Karen and I calibrated the spectrometer for both major and trace elements during the last week in January, 2019 using 60 
geochemical rock and mineral standards that Karen had prepared earlier in January. We were ready to analyze unknown samples 
beginning in February. Through the end of May 2019 a total of 657 samples have been analyzed, ranging from petrology class 
Background: Mt. Shasta by Stan Mertzman
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 Summer reSeArch 2019 cont.
individual “pet rock” investigations, to Armstrong World Industries and the Idaho Department of Water Resources, to the Uni-
versities of Alberta and Winnipeg in Canada, to the University of Adelaide and Curtin University in Australia, to the University 
of Copenhagen, to Penn State, Johns Hopkins, and the University of Maryland much closer to home. This summer rising seniors 
Halle Putera and Sam Patzkowsky will be spending 3 weeks with me on the northern margin of Mount Shasta in California. 
This field experience will form the basis of their year-long senior theses. Wish Halle and Sam well; three weeks with a curmud-
geon!

Rob Sternberg
Rob has remained active as a senior member of the Executive Board of the Society for Archaeological Sciences. He organized the 
nomination of a colleague for a national award. Those of you in positions of leadership should consider nominating your esteemed 
colleagues for awards; there are relatively few nominations for many of these, so half the battle is getting the name of a colleague 
up for consideration. Rob also led the effort for a full revision of the by-laws for the SAS. Retirement allowed Rob to make a 
Spring training trip to Florida to see four Phillies games. Vacation this summer in Nevada and California will include visits to 
the land art installation Double Negative outside Las Vegas, Joshua Tree, and Channel Islands National Parks, driving up the Big 
Sur coast, and taking son Max to see Hamilton in San Francisco. Perhaps the coming year will see a return to some hibernating 
archaeomagnetism manuscripts.

Jim Strick 
Jim Strick is using a Spring 2019 sabbatical to complete archival research and begin writing an article for the Journal of the His-
tory of Biology as a follow up to his 2015 book, Wilhelm Reich, Biologist. In addition he is preparing a unit for the Environmental 
History course on water conflicts, including the conflict over water between Israel and Palestine. He traveled to the area to do 
background research in May 2017, including Jerusalem, Ramallah, Bethlehem, BirZeit, Hebron, Nablus and the Dead Sea.

Chris Williams  
This spring semester flew by! I am happy to report that I was promoted to Full Professor this spring! I also had a co-authored 
paper (Widespread Global Peatland Establishment and Persistence Over the Last 130,000y) appear this March in the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS). I’m happy to be working with an Environmental Science major, Yunshu Zhao ‘20 
for the first part of the summer. We are working to finish off a study of acid phosphate enzyme activities in soils in the State Line 
Serpentine Barrens. We are investigating how plant cover type relates to the activity of an enzyme that is important in phosphorus 
cycling. I am headed to Ireland for a vacation in late June and then on July 1, I take on a new role as Chair of the Department for 
the next three years.

depArtment StAFF: tAkIng nAmeS And...

Melissa Betrone: I’m coming up on my one-year anniversary of working here in the 
Department of Earth and Environment, and I love it! From tales of field escapades, to 
Hackman idiosyncrasies, to close encounters of the earthen kind, I’m really enjoying 
my work, the Department, and the F&M Community. Go Dips!

Karen Mertzman: It has been a busy year in lab. The new Zetium is up and running 
and producing fabulous data. Personally, my family keeps getting older, sadly. My 
oldest graduated high school this year and will be attending Georgetown University in 
the fall (Hoya Saxa!). I get to start the process again with my middle son. My daughter 
will keep me busy running her around during her sophomore year of high school. Time 
needs to slow down a bit.

Emily Wilson: The spring semester was another wonderful few months in the ENE de-
partment. With the acquisition of several new instruments, including a brand new x-ray 
fluorescence spectrometer, I have managed to stay very busy. The absolute highlight of 
my spring semester was accompanying Tim Bechtel and 7 industrious students to cen-
tral Kentucky for a karst themed field trip. We visited Mammoth Caves National Park, 
a private cave owned by Western Kentucky University, and tramped through a cow 
pasture to find a ‘sinking’ spring. When an above ground creek reaches karst limestone 
and then heads underground into the cave system, it’s called a sinking spring; water 
literally disappears into the ground! We had perfect weather, great conversations, and a 
friendly wager with a department t-shirt on the line for the person who could guess the 
number of times the Green River Ferry Crossed the Green River every day. I guessed 
the closest number!



Student preSentAtIonS At regIonAl,
 nAtIonAl, & InternAtIonAl meetIngS 

Posse, Tiernan ‘19: A Novel Application of Drone Photo-
grammetry to Structural Mapping, With Implications for 
Sub-Surface Fluid Flow. Pennsylvania Council of Profes-
sional Geologists, Harrisburg.

Sallai, Gabriella ‘19 pre-
sented Landmine Detection 
4.0 at the NATO Science 
for Peace and Security 
Programme’s Advanced 
Research Workshop on 
Explosives Detection in 
Florence, Italy last Octo-
ber. Her poster was on using 
the Hough Transform on visible 
light and thermal images to spot 
horizontal linear features that 
could be tripwires ahead of our 
de-mining robot “Ugo 1st.”

Sinton, Jack ‘20 presented Ma-
chine Vision for Obstacle Avoid-
ance, Tripwire Detection, and 
Subsurface Radar Image Cor-
rection on a Robotic Vehicle for 
the Detection and Discrimina-
tion of Landmines at the Pho-
tonIcs & Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS) 
2019 in June in Rome. 

Wachino, Ian ‘20; Ruck, John ‘20; and Villari, Zach ‘19: 
Fracture Control of Long-Distance Groundwater Flow, with 
Relevance to the Anomalously High Discharge from The 
Bubble, Boiling Springs, PA. Pennsylvania Council of Pro-
fessional Geologists, Harrisburg.

Caitlin McGinnis ‘19 with Prof. Elizabeth De Santo at 
the Second Intergovernmental Conference on Biodiversity 
Beyond National Jurisdiction, UN, March 2019. 

hAndS on leArnIng Supported 
By the geoScIenceS FounderS SocIety

The Geosciences Founders Society together with Professor 
of Chemistry Dr. Claude Yoder supported the recent reno-
vation of the lighting in the mineral display case generously 
placed in the Department of Earth and Environment by Dr. 
Yoder. This resource serves as  a valuable--and beautiful-
-instructional asset. As Prof. Stan Mertzman says, “a stu-
dent can NEVER see too many minerals prior to a Mertz-
man mineral ID quiz. From the “well used” specimens in 
both the introductory course and mineralogy labs to the 
beautiful, pristine, well-formed display samples provided 
by Dr. Claude Yoder, the more mineral samples one sees, 
the better prepared you’ll be when you encounter the next 
unknown mineral sample, whether on the job site or in your 
research area.” 

Claude Yoder, Charles A. Dana Professor, Emeritus, of the 
Chemistry department in front of a display of some of his 
specimens. Photo by Andy de Wet.

depArtment receIveS 
cAlvert clIFFS SpecImen

Gift to the Department: slab bearing fossil shells from the 
Choptank Formation (Middle Miocene, c. 12 mya), from 
Calvert Cliffs, Maryland, collected ~1968 by Dr. Philip 
Stieg (center). Dr. Steig and his wife Rosemary donated the 
sample for use in teaching. Remember fi eld trips there?
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Geoscience Founders Society Members
Annual Dues: $25            

Lifetime Membership: $1000
Founders Circle  --  Garnet: $5,000     Topaz: $25,000     Emerald: $100,000     Diamond: $1million

Please make checks payable to: Franklin & Marshall College

Mail to:
Dr. Chris Williams, Department of Earth & Environment

Franklin & Marshall College
PO Box 3003

Lancaster, PA 17604-3003

If you don’t see your name listed, we have not received your dues from 
July 2018 - June 2019.

Lifetime Members - $1,000 or more

Charles Barnosky ‘71
David Boyer ‘76
Christine Bradford ‘92
Meghan Byrne ‘19
Amelia Cadwell ‘19
Nathaniel Cappuccino ‘19
Craig Chesner ‘80
James Connolly ‘19
Sallie Corrado ‘19
Caryn Cox  
Victoria Daly ‘19
Karen Destefanis ‘87
Philip Dinterman ‘98
Sara Erdman ‘19
Michael Fedosh ‘77
Timothy Folkomer ‘72 
Emilija Freelove ‘19
Samm Fulton ‘19
Krisztina Gabor ‘19

Jacob Goodkin ‘19
Laura Green ‘19
Ronald Henry ‘85
Amy Hofmann ‘04
Dylan Jones ‘19 
Robert Kistler ‘57
Laura Kratz ‘11
Kriti Krishna ‘19
Raphael Louis ‘19
Patrick Manion ‘19
Andy Marquez ‘19
Edmond Mathez ‘68
David Matz ‘64
Jack McDonald ‘62

Nicholas McDonald ‘71
Caitlin McGinnis ‘19
Richard Mitterer ‘60
Carson Morris ‘17
Wesley Muys ‘19
David Noble ‘52
Teresa Norman ‘19
Peter Patton ‘71
Janet Peterson ‘78
David Plews ‘73
Tiernan Posse ‘19
Noel Potter, Jr. ‘61
Ryan Price ‘19
Kenneth Quarles ‘77

Alessandra Rella ‘19
Robert Renken ‘73
Linda Revell ‘98
Randolph Roberts ‘68
Sam Rosenfi eld ‘19
Charles Seel ‘49
Robert Sensenig ‘71
Wendy Sherman ‘19
Ming Shi ‘19
Virginia Sisson  
Scott Sklenar ‘80 
Arthur Snoke ‘67
Andrew Sparks ‘08
Phylissanne Stehn ‘14

Martin Stolpe ‘56 
Bryan Teschke ‘07
Jaime Tomlinson ‘03
Louis Tremblay ‘71
Zachary Villari ‘19
Diane Wagner ‘19
Maureen Walsh ‘19
Ralph Wetmore ‘72
John White, Jr. ‘56
Eleanor White ‘19
Phoebe Wood ‘19
Yunan Xie ‘17
Claude Yoder ‘62
Frederick Zoerner ‘70

Current Members

Thomas Anderson ‘64
Michael T. Arnold ‘08
Harvey Belkin ‘65
Jonathan H. Berg ‘71
Betsy Beyer
Jeremy Blumberg ‘00
John Bolakas ‘80
Jennifer Smith Boylan ‘87
British Petroleum
Robert Bruant ‘93
Roger L. Burtner ‘58
Mary Cademartori ‘87
Emmanuel Good Charles ‘84
Craig Chesner ‘80

David Corman ‘69
Howard Cramer
Harry L. Crouse ‘69
George Duke ‘93
Grover Emrich ‘52 
Russell Evarts ‘69
Stephanie B. Gaswirth, ‘97
Larry Gerahian ‘69
Jim Gill ‘68
Justin Gosses ‘04
John Guswa ‘67
William Hackett ‘74
Michael Hillegass ‘51
Alan R. Huffman ‘83

James Humphreville ‘50
Blair (Geoff) Jones ‘82
Megan Johnson Kellner ‘88
Jim Kerr ‘76
Melissa Lane ‘87
Mary Little ‘75
Donald Lockard ‘68
Adam Love ‘96
Kathleen McDonald ‘79
Roland McEldowney ‘63
Thomas Missimer ‘72
James Neese ‘56
Wayne Newell ‘64
Stephen Noel ‘75

Dennis Noll ‘69
Angelo Okuma ‘66
Margaret O’Neal ‘83
Peter M. Powers ‘93
Justin Ries ‘98
Catherine Cross Roman ‘77
Michael A. Roman, Esq. ‘73
Timothy Saylor ‘63
Steven Schamel ‘63
Joseph Schrock ‘68
Ronald Schrock ‘72
Lane Schultz ‘66
Richard Sheppard ‘56
Scott Sklenar ‘80

Sarah Clemens Smith ‘77
David H. Speidel ‘60
E. Amelia Craig Stauffer
James D. Stauffer ‘54
David F. Stephan ‘76
C. Edward Stoner IV ‘96
Steven Sylvester ‘71
Roger D. K. & Anna Thomas
Keith G. Thompson ‘81
Ned Tillman ‘71
Robert Tunnell ‘03
Ned Wehler ‘72
Matthew Werner III ‘69
Rebecca ‘95 & Scott Williams
Jesse Yoburn ‘02

Founders Circle - $5,000 or more
ARM Group, Inc.
Thomas & Rosanne Bell ’08
John H Clark ‘62
Dave Eby ‘69
Elizabeth Eide ‘88

President: Lane Schultz ‘66 Vice President: Craig G. Robertson ‘70 Secretary: David H. Lehman ‘68
Offi cers

ExxonMobil Foundation
Joseph Gianfortoni ‘73 
Paul R. Gucwa ‘69
Thomas Hendrix ‘55
Glenn F. Jorgensen ‘75

William Kahl ‘97
Marv & Sue Kauffmann ‘55
Robert S. Kier ‘65
Jason Kislak ‘98
David H. Lehman ‘68

Lehman Family Charitable 
     Foundation
Maynard Little ‘73
Robert A. Miller ‘83
David Noble ‘52
Peter Patton ‘71

Elliott Pew ‘77
Craig G Robertson ‘70
Francis Stiff ‘81 
Stephen Tavernier ‘99
Jerry Wermund ‘48
Donald Wise ‘53



wolmAn cluB meetIng
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The Geosciences Founders Society together 
with the F&M Department of Earth and Envi-

ronment provided funding to support this spring’s 
Wolman Club Meeting, organized by Dr. Dorothy 
Merritts and Dr. Robert Walter, and hosted at F&M. 
The Club convenes biennially for two days to share 
and learn about all things geomorphological. This 
year’s meeting brought folks from institutions 
across the United States, and took a deep dive into 
dam removal research conducted by many, espe-
cially Dr. Merritts and Dr. Walter, in multiple local 
watersheds. About 70 people came together and en-
gaged in multidisciplinary conversations with much 
enthusiasm and mutual respect. 

Photos by Melissa Betrone
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Like us on Facebook: F&M Department of Earth & Environment

Join us on LinkedIn: F&M Earth and Environment Alumni and Friends

Mark Your Calendars!

Franklin & Marshall College 
True Blue Weekend

(Homecoming & Family) 
October 25-27, 2019

We hope to see you on campus!
Deatils found at: https://www.fandm.edu/trueblueweekend

Visit us on the web: http://www.fandm.edu/earth-environment
Send your alumni news updates to: chris.williams@fandm.edu or to melissa.betrone@fandm.edu

                Background: Mammoth Cave by Emily Wilson


